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Dear Mr. O’Neill:

Pursuant to M.G.L. Chapter 3, Section 63 as most recently
amended by Chapter 557 of the Acts of 1986, the Senate Committee
on Post Audit and Oversight respectfully submits to the full Senate
the following report: Local Government Finance in 1991: The Crisis
Continues.

This report is based on research by the Senate Post Audit and
Oversight Bureau. It analyzes the two major sources of local revenue;

the property tax and local aid, and describes how changes in those
revenue sources have led to a continuing fiscal crisis for the
Commonwealth’s cities and towns.
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This report by the Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight
is our second report on the fiscal crisis facing local government. Local
governments are in a precarious fiscal situation that indicators suggest
will last beyond this fiscal year.

In this report we look at the two major sources of local revenue;

property tax revenue and local aid payments. On the average, these
monies make up over 75 percent of local governments’ operating
revenue. Both these sources of local revenue continue to decline:

The regional economic slowdown has reduced growth in the
property tax base.

• Single and multi-family housing starts are down over 25 percent
from last year’s total.

• In 1990, the number of housing starts decreased for the fourth
consecutive year.

The number of municipalities with the capacity to raise property
taxes without passing an override of Proposition l x/i (having “excess
capacity”) continues to decrease.

• From fiscal year 1987 through fiscal year 1990 the number of
communities with excess capacity dropped from 250 to 151.

• There were 28 fewer communities with excess capacity in fiscal
year 1990 than in fiscal year 1989.

• There has been a63 percent decrease in statewide excess capacity
since fiscal year 1987.

More and more municipalities are taxing at their top levy limits
and are therefore attempting to override Proposition 2 1/:-

• Override attempts went from 33 for fiscal year 1985 to 359 for
fiscal year 1990.

• The number of override votes taken for fiscal year 1991 increased
by 53 percent over the previous year, from 359 to 551.

The percentage of Proposition V/i override attempts that are
successful is decreasing.

• Of the override attempts for fiscal year 1985, 48 percent passed;
of the votes for fiscal year 1991, 26 percent passed.

t£fje Commontoealtfj of iWatf£facl)u«etW
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• Statistically, small communities (populations less than 5,000) are
better able to override Proposition 2'/2 than larger communities.

State local aid to the cities and towns is no longer increasing; state
aid has actually fallen in the past two years.

• From fiscal year 1981 through fiscal year 1989,local aid increased
by 188 percent, from $BBO million to $2.53 billion.

• From fiscal year 1989 through fiscal year 1991, local aid
decreased by 15 percent, from $2.53 billion to $2.16 billion.

To solve the local government fiscal crisis municipalities must
regain a measure of fiscal independence. The Commonwealth may
need to consider modifications to Proposition 2'/2, coupled with a
legislatively mandated circuit breaker to protect low income
taxpayers. Additionally, Massachusetts local governments may need
new sources of revenue. Without a solution to the revenue needs of
Massachusetts cities and towns, the local government fiscal crisis will
continue.
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This report by the Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight
is our second report on the fiscal crisis facing local government. 1 Local
governments are in a precarious fiscal situation that indicators suggest
will last beyond this fiscal year.

This report examines the local fiscal crisis by looking at the two
major sources of local revenue: property tax revenue and local aid
payments. Although there is a wide range from community to
community, overall, these monies make up over 75 percent of
operating revenue for local government. In looking at the property
tax, we examine housing starts as they relate to the growth in the
property tax base, the level of excess tax capacity, and the ability of
local governments to override the restrictions of Proposition 2Vj. The
local aid figures quoted in the report are based on Cherry Sheet totals
for municipal net aid from fiscal year 1981 to 1990.2

Although local governments have several types of “own source”
revenue, such as excise taxes (both local option such as hotel/ motel
and jet fuel taxes and universal excise taxes such as motor and
boat property-based taxes), fines, licenses, permits, user fees, and
investment income, the property tax is the largest single component
oftotal local revenues. Until fiscal year 1990, however, property taxes
represented a declining proportion of the total local revenue base.

In fiscal year 1981 (before the imposition of Proposition 2Vi),
property taxes represented 59 percent of local revenues; by fiscal year
1990, property taxes had dropped to 49.5 percent of local revenues. 3

Property tax data from the Massachusetts Department of Revenue
suggest that, in real terms, property taxes statewide have decreased
by 15 percent from fiscal year 1981 through fiscal year 1990.4

INTRODUCTION

THE PROPERTY TAX

1 See Local Government Finance in 1990: An Unfolding Crisis, a report of the Senate
Committee on Post Audit and Oversight, Senate Number 2130, December 1989.

1 "Cherry Sheet" totals, Massachusetts Department of Revenue. There are numerous ways
to count state-funded aid to cities and towns, and trends in local aid are reported with wide
variations. This analysis uses verified “Cherry Sheet” municipal net aid totals.
' See “City and Town: A Monthly Publication of the Massachusetts Department of Revenue

Division of Local Services," Volume 3, Number 12 (August, 1990), p. 3.
4 See “City and Town: A Monthly Publication of the Massachusetts Department ofRevenue,

Division of Local Services,” Volume 3, Number 12 (August, 1990), p. 3.
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Housing Starts
New development has been critical for maintaining municipal

property tax revenues by adding to the stock of taxable property. In
fiscal years 1986 through 1988, the total average property tax growth
for cities and towns exceeded 6 percent. Since 2.5 percent of this
growth rate came from tax rate increases allowed under
Proposition 2'/$, the balance (over 3.5 percent) came from new growth
and from local approval of Proposition V/i overrides.

Data from the Massachusetts Home Building Association,
however, suggest that new development will be a diminishing source
of tax revenue growth in the future (see Figure 1: “Single and Multi-
Family Housing Starts.”). From calendaryear 1982 through 1986, the
number of single and multi-family housing starts almost tripled.

SINGLE AND MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING STARTS
Housing Starts (thousands)
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Figure I

Since 1986, however, there has been a continuous and dramatic de-
cline in housing starts. From calendar year 1986 through calendar year
1987, the number of housing starts dropped 11 percent; from 1987
through 1988 housing starts dropped 25 percent; from 1988 through
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1989 housing starts dropped 30 percent; and from 1989 through 1990,
estimates indicate that housing starts will decline an additional 25
percent. 5 Overall, there has been a 65 percent decrease in new housing
starts from calendar year 1986 through 1990.

These statistics are averages for the entire state, and therefore mask
differences among municipalities. Some communities have not
experienced any significant new growth and development, and
consequently have had much slower growth in property tax revenues.
In contrast, other faster-growing communities have seen their
property tax revenues grow at higher rates.

“Excess capacity” is the difference between a municipality’s
property tax levy limit imposed by Proposition 2Vj, and the current
tax levy. The “levy limit” is the amount a municipality can tax without
requiring an override of Proposition V/i. As taxes are raised up to
the levy limit, the amount of excess capacity drops. In times of fiscal
stress, communities are likely to seek additional revenue by raising
their tax assessments up to the levy limits set by Proposition V/i-

Municipalities must ensure that their revenue levy does not exceed
their levy limit. For this reason, it is difficult for an individual city
or town to tax exactly at the rate of 100 percent of the levy limit.
Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, we consider a municipality
to have no excess capacity once it taxes at 99.5 percent of its levy
limit.6

From fiscal years 1987 through 1990, the number of cities and towns
in Massachusetts with excess tax levy capacity dropped from 250 to
no more than 1517 (see Figure 2: “Municipalities With Excess
Capacity”).

Excess Capacity

5 A “housing start" iscounted with the request of a building permit. According to the Massa-
chusetts Municipal Association (MMA), on average, there is an 18 month delay between the
time of a housing “start” and when the property is taxed at the full rate.

6 The MMA considers a municipality to have no excess capacity when it taxes at 98 percent
of its levy limit. This definition would considerably lessen the number of communities having
excess tax levy capacity.

7 The fiscal year 1990 excess capacity figures do not include the towns of Lee and Sandisfield.
As of November 16, 1990, the fiscal year 1990 tax rates have not been established for these
towns.
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MUNICIPALITIES WITH EXCESS CAPACITY
Municipalities
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Figure 2

Total excess capacity measures the aggregate statewide property tax
levy limit imposed by Proposition 2Vi and the current aggregate
statewide tax levy. This indicator assesses the extent to which
communities as a whole are taxing at their top levy limit. It shows
the available statewide property tax revenue that communities may
raise before overriding Proposition I'A.

Statewide, excess capacity as a percentage of the total levy limit
has been dropping since fiscal year 1987. In that fiscal year, excess
capacity reached its highest point, almost three percent of the total
levy limit. In other words, cities and towns had the capacity to raise
$lO2 million more in taxes than they were actually raising in fiscal
year 1987 before attempting an override of Proposition IVj. From
fiscal year 1987 through 1990, however, the total dollar value of excess
capacity declined 63 percent to $3B million (see Figure 3: “Total Excess
Capacity”).

Total Excess Capacity
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Senate Post Audit and Overaight (12/90)
Data from the Mass. Dept, of Revenue

The number of communities with available excess capacity and the
total statewide dollar value of excess capacity have both declined
continuously since 1987. These declines are indicators of continuing
fiscal stress at the local level.

Cities and towns are increasingly taxing up to their levy limits in
order to meet current expenses. Moreover, as more and more
municipalities reach their levy limit, there is little leeway to raise
property tax revenues to meet future expenses without increasing the
municipal tax levy limit through an override of Proposition I'A.

There are three methods of increasing a municipality’s tax levy limit
under Proposition 2 Vi- passing an override, a debt exclusion or a
capital exclusion. An override permanently increases the municipality
levy limit by a specific dollar amount. Debt and capital exclusions,
on the other hand, are one-time temporary increases that do not

Attempting To Override Proposition 2'A
Addressing Fiscal Stress:

Impact of Diminishing Excess Capacity

Figure 3
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permanently aflect the tax levy limit. s Because this report is interested
in permanent changes to the tax levy, it only looks at municipal
attempts to pass Proposition 2/2 overrides.

Since fiscal year 1985, communities have continuously increased
their number of attempts to “override” the tax limitations of
Proposition 2/ 2 . In fiscal year 1985, communities placed 33 referenda
on various local ballots seeking to override Proposition 2Vi (see Figure
4: “Attempts To Pass Override Referenda: FYB3 - 91”). By fiscal year
1991, the number of attempts to pass override referenda increased to
551.

Senate Post Audit and Oversight (12/90)
FYB9-90 data from SPAO telephone surveyFYB3-00, FY9I data from Mass. DOR (9/90)

Successfully overriding Proposition 2/2 ,
has, in the past, been called

a “small town phenomenon.”
Data from the Department of Revenue indicate that, prior to fiscal

year 1989, most Proposition 2Vi override attempts occurred in small
communities of less than 5,000 persons. Recent data, however,

* Debt exclusions raise revenue to cover debt service for capital projects and remain in effect
only for the life of the debt. Capital exclusions raise funds to cover the costs of a specific capital
project and remain in effect for the year in which the project is being undertaken.

Figure 4
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indicate that more and more larger communities are now attempting
to override Proposition 2/2 (see Figure 5: “Population and Override
Attempts A”).

A
# of Communities

■H FYB9 ■ FY9O EZI FY9I

Senate Poet Audit and Oversight (12/90)
FYO9-9O data from SPAO survey
FY9I data from Mass. DOR. through 9/90

Figure 5

Data compiled for this study indicate that the number of override
attempts has grown twice as fast in medium-sized communities
(population levels between 5,000 - 25,000) from fiscal years 1989 to
1991 as in small communities (see Figure 6: “Population and Override
Attempts B”). During that period, the number of override
attempts increased in small communities by 77 percent (from 118 to
209), yet increased in medium communities by 187 percent (from 105
to 301).

Larger communities, with populations above 25,000, also increased
the number of override attempts. The increase, from five communities
attempting 17 ballot referenda for fiscal year 1989 to 16 communities
attempting 41 ballot referenda for fiscal year 1991, is too small a
sample from which to extrapolate a trend. It does, however, support
the overall thesis that financial stress is spreading among
municipalities of all sizes.

POPULATION AND OVERRIDE ATTEMPTS

Community Population
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Figure 6

Moreover, of the ten largest cities within the Commonwealth
(having populations above 80,000 9), two Newton and Springfield

have recently placed override referenda before their voters.
Although the Newton override attempt (for fiscal year 1990) was
unsuccessful, the voters of the city of Springfield, after defeating an
override attempt for fiscal year 1990, accepted seven out of nine
override referenda for fiscal year 1991.

The rate of increase in the number of attempted override votes has
not, however, translated into a corresponding rate in the number of
successful override attempts (see Figure 4: “Attempts To Pass
Override Referenda: FYB3 - 91”). From fiscal year 1985 through
fiscal year 1990 the percentage of defeated override questions
remained relatively stable, from a low of 52 percent (17 questions)
in 1985 to a high of 60 percent (217 questions) in 1990. By fiscal year
1991, however, the percentage of defeated override referenda rose to
74 percent (409 questions) of the total number of overrides attempted.

POPULATION AND OVERRIDE ATTEMPTS - B

’ The cities include, Boston, Brockton, Cambridge, Fall River, Lowell, New Bedford, Newton,
Quincy, Springfield, Worcester, based on the 1990 census projections by the Massachusetts
Institute for Social and Economic Research.

Total
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! though by fiscal year 1990 the practice of attempting Proposition2/: overrides moved beyond smaller communities, the “successful”
override remained a “small town phenomenon.” In elections affecting
fiscal year 1991, smaller communities were still more likely to pass
an override attempt than their larger counterparts. In those elections,
30 percent of override questions placed before smaller communities
were accepted; 22 percent of override questions voted upon in medium
communities were accepted.

These data would indicate that, although communities are
increasingly attempting to override Proposition 2'/2 to raise operating
funds, it remains difficult for communities to successfully pass an
override.

Local aid is a major source of revenue for Massachusetts cities and
towns, ranking second only to property tax revenue as a percent of
total local operating budgets. As a proportion of local budgets, local
aid has grown dramatically. In fiscal year 1981, local aid represented20 percent of the budgets of cities and towns; by fiscal year 1989, it
accounted for more than 30 percent. Municipal budgets, on the whole.

LOCAL AID

Figure 7
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were able to increase due to new growth in the property tax base, to
adjustments in local fees, and to infusions of local aid from the state.
Even with significant increases in local aid, however (see Figure 7:
“Total Local Aid Payments”), total municipal budgets increased in
real terms by only eight percent from fiscal year 1981 to fiscal year
1989 less than one percent annually. lo

From fiscal year 1981 through 1989, local aid for cities and towns
almost tripled from $BBO million to $2.53 billion. Even accounting
for inflation, 11 local aid to cities and towns increased statewide by over
98 percent from fiscal year 1981 through 1989, or close to 11 percent
annually.

In fiscal year 1990, the trend changed. In that year local aid
payments actually declined by $34 million or approximately 1.4
percent the first time local aid declined in the 1980s.12 The trend
continued in fiscal year 1991, with local aid payments dropping by
another $341 million, an actual decrease of 14 percent.

Local governments continue to struggle with the fiscal crisis that
has been brought about by the regional economic downturn, a slowing
down in the growth of the property tax base, and decreasing amounts
of local aid.

The decline in public revenue, however, has not been mirrored by
a decline in the demand for public services. Budgets remain stretched
for many of the governmental services upon which the citizens of the
Commonwealth depend, such as public safety, public works and
public education.

Communities cannot turn to the state for relief. The state’s fiscal
crisis and the rapid decline in the regional economy severely limit the
state’s ability to increase local aid in the future. Even with the passage
of “Question 5,” the initiative petition mandating that local aid consist
of revenues from 40 percent of the sales tax, 40 percent of the income

CONCLUSION

10 See "Revenue Components of Municipal Budgets: FYBI and FYB9,” Massachusetts
Department of Revenue, Division of Local Services (June 1989).

11 Using the GNP Deflator Index for State and Local Governmental Purchases of Goods
and Services.

12 Fiscal year 1990 totals include the $2lO million withheld from the second local aid payment
and actually paid in fiscal year 1991.
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tax, 40 percent of the corporate income tax and the balance of the
State Lottery Fund, 13 a local aid increase is not assured. Without
considerably deeper state budget cuts, it is unclear how the state will
implement an increase in local aid as directed by Question 5. Even
if local aid is increased it will offer, at best, a short term solution to
a long term problem.

Municipalities should not look to the property tax as a solution
to the fiscal crisis. Problems with the property tax include issues of
equity in the tax burden and the potential for future growth of the
property tax as a revenue source.

The property tax generates revenue by taxing assets, not income.
Without a legislatively enacted “circuit breaker” - capping property
taxes at a specific percentage of a homeowner’s (or renter’s) income

the property tax tends to have a disproportionate impact on low
income property owners. The property tax does not take into account
a taxpayer’s income or ability to pay.

In terms of future growth, reliance on the property tax has been
eroded by the general economic slowdown currently affecting the New
England region. Statewide, the number of single and multi-family
housing starts has dropped in recent years. This, along with the
diminished level of excess tax capacity, means that local municipalities
will face the next few fiscal years with a relatively inelastic property
tax base.

The solution to the fiscal crisis also cannot be found in overriding
Proposition 2Vi. Although more and more communities, finding
themselves without excess tax levy capacity, are attempting to increase
their municipal levy limit through overrides, barely 25 percent of the
number of attempted override questions were accepted by the
electorate in fiscal year 1991. Also, the override option continues to
remain less viable for cities and towns with populations greater than
5,000 people.

To solve the local government fiscal crisis municipalities must
regain a measure of fiscal independence. The Commonwealth may
need to consider modifications to Proposition V/j, coupled with a
legislatively mandated circuit breaker to protect low income

From 1990 Slate Ballot Questions, Office of the Secretary of State, Michael J. Connolly,
Secretary.
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taxpayers. Additionally, Massachusetts local governments may need
new sources of revenue. Without a solution to the revenue needs of
Massachusetts cities and towns, the local government fiscal crisis will
continue.
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